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What’s New
Several streamlined actions are now available to ensure you and your team save time!  Please see full details 
below.

Accounts Receivable Reviewing the Accounts Receivable aging details may be up to 80% faster.

Credit Card Processing Credit card signatures will be stored in a smaller size to keep the database 
size manageable.

The first transaction for WorldPay was updated to perform up to 90% 
faster.

EasyTime Viewing appointments in EasyTime Day View may be up to 80% faster.

Employees The Update Concluded Invoice option on the Employee Commission 
Schedule defaults to an adjustable date range instead of updating all 
concluded invoices.

Images Images added to ImproMed Equine will be stored externally in the Global 
Share directory as compressed files to keep the database size manageable. 

ImproMed Desktop 
Messenger

Duplicate signatures stored by integrated Credit Card Processors are 
purged from the database to keep the database size more manageable.

Existing images will be exported from the ImproMed Equine database to 
the Global Share directory to make the database size more manageable.

Maintenance Plans have been updated to provide smarter indexing so 
database performance improves.

Medical Record Forms Using Medical Records forms may be up to 70% faster when opening and 
saving forms.

Message Center The Message Center module may be up to 60% faster when loading the 
module and switching between other modules to Message Center.

Mobile Edition Patient images will be saved outside of the database with Mobile using the 
Global Share directory. Syncing options determine if they are transferred 
or left on the mobile unit.

Searching Clients/Patients Find Clients/Patients up to 45% faster using the Quick Search or Find.
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Additional Release Items

Communications
51025 Search and sorts will return new clients who have a blank Referral Source ID.

Credit Card Processing
55864 The Credit Card Receipt template has been updated to report the correct amount charged.

EasyTime
51134 The EasyTime Daily Appointment Schedule will show multi-patient appointment times as one 

appointment with both patients within the single appointment.

What’s New

Newly formed company: Henry Schein Veterinary Solutions is now Covetrus Global Software Services.
Desktop The ImproMed and ImproMed Mobile icons have been changed to reflect 

the new company branding.

Medical Record Link Attachments.
Medical Records Print a complete medical record history by including Link Attachments 

with ImproMed Equine’s electronic records. Documents supported include: 
common images, spreadsheet, and document types.

Create and save Message Types for future use in the Message Center.
Message Center A new setup screen has been created for operators to create their own 

message types or edit the list of message types that come pre-loaded with 
this upgrade.

Completed tasks maintain accurate medical records.
Treatment Plans Completed Treatment Plan instances retain the Comments and Directions 

for the task maintaining accurate medical records for the patient.
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Additional Release Items

Employees
49634 Deleted profit centers will not cause the Employee Spreadsheet to function incorrectly.

88016 Removed unnecessary fields, actions, and find columns from the Employee Spreadsheet.

Invoices
58526 Modifying the price on an invoice by discount will not allow the price go below the minimum price.

128055 The invoice template has been corrected to print the taxes properly.

Medical Records
75171 Medical Record forms with electronic signatures have been corrected to use any type of signature 

device.

Reports
88155 Formatting of the Multi-Practice Commission Report has been corrected.

45889 A visual indication that a report is being exported will show and a message that the report has been 
exported will display so it does not look like the program has stopped working.

49605 The Day View report will display the appointments correctly as they are shown on the EasyTime 
Scheduler.

51670 Employee Commissions will print only the categories selected by the user.

Treatment Plans
87046 Completed treatment plans will use the after hours SuperMode settings during the move screen.

63612 Prescription items completed in treatment plans should still generate the prescription without errors.
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